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Von: Jason Leadley
An: Prost, Jean-Christophe
Betreff: RE: [Communications] Setup Your Lab for Success in 2023 Confirmation
Datum: mercredi, 25 janvier 2023 10:31:07


Hello Jean-Christophe
 
I’m afraid, our support is dedicated only to Panorama Partner members. May I please suggest, with your support needs, you follow up on the thread with his questions. Panorama's QC folders will cover many of the things that you are doing in the Excel,
file but it's not going to be exactly the same.
 
Here is the thread.


https://panoramaweb.org/home/support/announcements-thread.view?rowId=7878


Many thanks and all the best.
 
Jason


 


From: lkcommunications@labkey.com <lkcommunications@labkey.com> On Behalf Of Prost, Jean-Christophe
Sent: 24 January 2023 14:19
To: communications@labkey.com
Subject: [Communications] Setup Your Lab for Success in 2023 Confirmation
 
Dear LabKey Team,
 
I set up panorama in our lab to try to homogenize our control sheets for the different instruments in our lab and their assays running on them.
The goal would be to have a good view on the long term and see how stable are our assay, since they do not run often at all.
 
We had few issues regarding communication with your server, but the problem was intern, since your firewalls are highly secure, regarding the patient data privacy.
But after few intern mails and specific setup we can send our processed skyline data in panorama, and the AutoQC loader works also.
 
I want to setup all our SST in panorama as I told you before to have all assay with long-term data data.
 
Currently, we process our SST as showed below, in an excel template. You know then if your SST is ok for your current sequence.


 
In a second step you go on chart in the same excel sheet, and you copy those values, to be then insert in a long-term control excel sheet.


 
Is it possible to have everything in Panorama?
I try to setup something like the excel sheet in Panorama. But it did not work. I already asked once in the skyline help chat. I got an answer from vagisha, unfortunately it did not helped much.
 


 
The goal would be to be able to process you SST in panorama, and to obtain a table, where you can check if your device measures in the defined specification of your assay (SD RT, mass error, CV Area and height).
 
An additional question is. Is it possible to reintegrate in panorama, SST results? We tried and it did not worked. We had to go back to skyline and to reimport the adapted results.
 
The goal would be really to avoid any copy past steps, and to have for every assay a long-term control sheets for SST and maybe also QCs in panorama. Would be much more homogenous.
 
I hope you understand my question.
In advance thank you for your help and we see us in two days.
Kind regards
Jean-Christophe
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